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1 Introduction

Artifacts that take advantage of Machine Learning (ML) influence our daily life
to an increasing extent. The development and use of these artifacts often leaves
out the human actors and the context and thus risks to become technocentric [6].

Many ML techniques, for example active learning, interactive learning or
machine teaching, calls for user involvement [3, 10, 12, 13, 15]. To our knowledge
there is a lack of research concerning relations between humans and ML-based
artifacts, the attention is instead often on the desired outcome [4, 11], for example
trust.

If we are to understand how ML can support humans, we need to turn at-
tention to the human-technology relations. In this work we will use a postphe-
nomenological lens and focus on how different ML techniques can create, build
and maintain relations between humans and technology [5, 14].

Our work is explorative and use material sketching to produce artifactual
knowledge [7], methodologically this fits into a Research Through Design ap-
proach [16].

In this work, our artifact and the relevance of a postphenomenological ap-
proach is the main contribution. In the work presented here the focus is on
adaptive learning in a background relation [5] and identifying situations where
the background relation can promote a transition to another type of relation
(embodied, hermeneutic, alterity). We hope to initiate a discussion on this ap-
proach and inspire further work by our contribution.

In this extended abstract, we will focus on the artifact and its relevance
for human-technology relations and only briefly expand on application context,
theory and methodology.

2 Related research and Methodology

As a blueprint for this work we have followed the directions of Ohlin et al. [9]
and we aim at promoting transitions between relations initiated either by the
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artifact or the user. We start by creating an adaptive ML-backend for an existing
commuter app 1 2. The ML-backend predicts and presents the users next journey
when the app is started, the prediction is based on historical individual travel
patterns and the users ML-model is trained online. To create a baseline for our
predictions, personas based on a local transportation company are used [8].

3 Result and discussion

In our process to create an artifact that meets our initial design goals regarding:
prediction accuracy, cloud service cost and performance, we have iterated and
re-framed our artifact multiple times. The users trust in the predictions is central
to be able to build relations, but trust doesn’t automatically follow prediction
accuracy [4]. This implies an adaptive backend in the background that delivers
reasonable accurate predictions for data sets that reflects use over weeks, months
and year.

The current artifact iteration is a solution that extends the Android com-
muter app and adds a backend based on Google Cloud services (Firebase, Big-
Query, compute engine), TensorFlow estimators [1, 2] and Node.js 3. With our
personas in focus we created one travel pattern that is periodic, one that drifts
over time and one more random. Based on this data an adaptive ML-backend was
created that uses different ML-Algorithms depending on amount of labeled data
and noise in input data. The resulting system delivers journey predictions to the
app in an acceptable time-frame (less than 2 seconds) and identifies situations
were transition to another type of relation is appropriate.

The main contribution in this work is identifying situations where there is
a need for a transition to a new type of human-technology relation. Since the
work presented here builds a background relation the transitions calls for an
ML-technology that allows or invites users to get involved.

4 Conclusion

This extended abstract set out to turn attention to the human-technology rela-
tions ML-artifacts promote. We have done that by using the vocabulary of post-
phenomenology and by exploring the design space created by a commuter app.
By specifically focusing on adaptive learning in a background relation and identi-
fying situations that calls for a shift in type of relation (embodied, hermeneutic,
alterity) we have laid a base for future research.

In terms of future research we particularly suggest to include active learning,
interactive learning and machine teaching to explore the relations these tech-
niques promote.

1 https://skanependlaren.firebaseapp.com
2 https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=se.k3larra.alvebuss
3 https://github.com/k3larra/commuter/
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